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Layer Your 
Tamper Evidence 

CHAPTER I

Layer  One: Fingerlift Fast Food Labels 

Layer Two: Recipe/ Food BoxTapes and Labels 

Layer 3: Beverage Dumbbell Labels 

Restaurant employees can handle the labels without getting glue
on their fingers or having them stick together, preventing waste
and accelerating customer service speed. These tried and tested
food label seals come in various sizes and are compatible with
multiple surfaces. The ingenious finger lift design ensures swift
and effortless application, instantly securing outer packaging for
food on the move. Plus, the surface of the label offers additional
branding opportunities, empowering brands to add value through
customisation and permanent hidden messages.

Permanent paper tamper-evident tapes are applied to seal the
meal kit boxes securely. Once affixed to the box, the tape cannot
be removed without leaving behind visible evidence of tampering,
such as a “VOID” message or a unique pattern. This feature
ensures that the meal ingredients remain intact and
uncontaminated from the time they leave the packaging facility
until they reach the customer’s doorstep.  Tamper evident labels
are designed for easy and efficient application, simplifying the
packaging process for manufacturers and ensuring a consistent
seal on each recipe kit.

These labels offer customer engagement with tamper evident
messages offer a host of benefits that extend beyond security. It
builds trust and confidence, assuring customers of the product’s
authenticity. The label has a section where no adhesive is applied
to ensure no tainting of the drink whilst still clearly identifying if
tampering has taken place. 
The interactive nature of tamper-evident messages creates a
unique packaging experience, fostering a stronger connection
between customers and the brand.
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Case Study: Sealed Satisfaction: Tamper Evident Labels Secure Fast Food Deliveries

The Challenge: In the booming world of fast-food delivery, concerns about food tampering and safety
threaten both customer satisfaction and brand reputation. Traditional methods offer limited security,
vulnerable to tampering and raising anxieties about food integrity. 

The Solution: Tamper-evident labels protect fast-food deliveries on the journey from restaurant to
customer. These specialised labels integrate seamlessly with existing packaging, adhering firmly to bags or
containers. This simple yet effective technology acts as a deterrent against tampering, ensuring food
arrives untouched and customers can enjoy their meals with confidence. The overt evidence of tampering
discourages theft, safeguarding food from malicious actions and accidental contamination and reduces
costs by preventing food losses and customer complaints due to tampering translates to significant cost
savings for delivery platforms and restaurants.

Case Study: Delivering Trust at Midnight Munchies

Midnight Munchies, a major food delivery platform, faced growing concerns about potential food tampering
and customer safety anxieties. In 2024, they adopted tamper-evident labels for all their deliveries. The
results were impressive:

Zero reported tampering incidents: Prior to the implementation, 
      occasional reports of suspicious activity raised customer 
      concerns. After introducing labels,no confirmed tampering 
      incidents were reported, ensuring food safety and peace of mind.

Increased customer satisfaction by 10%: Enhanced security 
      measures significantly improved customer satisfaction ratings, 
      leading to increased loyalty and positive reviews.

Improved brand image: Midnight Munchies commitment to 
      food safety resonated with customers, strengthening their 
      reputation as a reliable and trustworthy delivery platform.

Streamlined delivery times by 5%: Efficient tamper checks 
      enabled faster deliveries, exceeding customer expectations 
      and improving overall service experience.

Reduced operational costs: Prevented food waste and improved customer satisfaction led to a 5%
reduction in operational costs for Midnight Munchies.

This case study is a fictional example based on industry trends and common challenges. Actual results may
vary depending on specific implementation and business context.
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Why tamper
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